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Simon Spotlight, United States, 2016. Hardback. Book Condition: New. Graham Ross (illustrator). 213
x 145 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Billy Sure, inventor and CEO of Sure Things, Inc., is
in a race to finish his invisibility spray before another inventor gets all the glory in the eighth book of
a hilarious middle grade series! Everyone is talking about Billy Sure, the boy genius and millionaire
inventor whose inventions have become instant hits. From the All Ball that turns into any sports ball
to his hovercraft, Sure Things, Inc. can do no wrong! Now Billy wants to help other kids achieve
their inventing dreams, so he solicits and selects new ideas to develop. Billy has been working on an
invisibility invention for years but it isn t quite right yet. Now suddenly there s a new inventor on the
scene who claims to have developed it first. But it might not be all it s cracked up to be. Will Billy s
dream of creating the world s first invisibility spray disappear? Find out in this wacky story with
funny black-and-white illustrations throughout.
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Reviews
This sort of book is every little thing and made me searching ahead and more. Sure, it is actually play, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature.
You wont feel monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for relating to in the event you ask me).
-- Ga vin B osco IV
Here is the very best book i have study until now. It is rally fascinating throgh looking at period of time. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Dr . B la z e Runolfsson IV
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